March 31, 1943.

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
SCIENCE BUILDING
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Dear Madeleine:

Through you or BK0'N, I'd like to get out an enquiry to our associates in Farm Project planning, asking about free time for possible meetings, counselling, etc. Barbara has the list as we drew it up hastily the other day. How about lining up a date for Inter-Dept. Conference during April, fairly early? It could be useful in general planning, as well as farm camp plans. Miss Harvitt has a report we ought to have cleared up. Tell Jesse we just have to have blanket points; the students have to take their own blankets to Morrisville. As part of our orientation, I see several kinds of reading material, Morrisville booklets, bulletins of information, like one now in B's hands, and maybe weekly additions. How about one on the history of central N. Y? A bibliography would be important some time.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ralph S. Benedict